Rookie Corner - 365

by Coot

1

Across
1 Pick up nuts, taking
in dance song of
yesteryear (8,5)

2

3

4

5

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

11 Dock salary (1000
off) - adjustment
made for dirty
storage areas (9)

16

17

12 Vi spins round after
an imaginary line
(4)

20

13 Balls turning with
knock unfinished in
first appearance (5)

23

14 Gloria devastated,
both sides cut a
tragic figure (4)

29

18

21

24

25

6 Sunshine provides
lift in conversation
(4)

20 Time to go for a
haircut? It's just a
short sprint (7)

31 Ritual opening of ecoupon I meant to
be chucked
(4,4,1,4)

7 Greek send-up of
chum absorbed in
road atlas (5)

29 Woman has to
accept scales - in a
mess, social life
having suffered (9)

28

31

30 Before dark, light's
extremes revolved
(5)

26 What person
abandons love for
Coot's fanciful
idea? (4)

26

30

18 Regularly set sum is
no longer examined
(7)

25 Guy is clumsy at
first and competent
thereafter (5)

19

22

27

17 "Keep it", he
thinks, exuding
characteristic
quality (7)

23 Take home pot? It's
been reported (4)

7

8

10 Full pitch at cricket,
awfully testing if
pulled off, isn't
cheating (5)

22 Several this year
may be moved to
say au revoir (7)

6

Down
2 No tranquiliser, it
leads to loss of
clarity (9)
3 Strong smell from
dangling insect (4)
4 Nice: a battered
book from the mists
of time (7)
5 Seagull, a little lost,
has energy to fly
around for some
miles (7)

8 Clement scene had
to be moved around
- an unsympathetic
response (13)
9 Agadoo? I'm a less
excitable Miss by
comparison!
(2,4,2,1,4)
15 Wobbled after slugs
- bottoms up! (5)
16 What's
unacceptable when
volume's halved?
Rock, mostly (5)
19 Musical repetition
equates to love over
time (9)

21 Gal titivated at
length, going on
booze - it's what she
does (5-2)
22 Old tenant's very
sick, beginning to
expire at home (7)
24 Military service
provides cover for
chemical
manufacturer
producing toxin (5)
27 Concern shown
when leading
characters in plot
swap roles (4)
28 Fair fight with
nothing barred (4)

